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About This Game

Steamroll is an adventure and puzzle game with a touch of minigolf. It creates a steampunk atmosphere where you will have
to solve puzzles by designing and shooting steamballs from your vehicle to create ramps, walls, activate triggers, blow things

away, and more.

In Steamroll you are a young engineer in his first day of work and take control of the Scarabeus, the greatest new steam-
fuelled vehicle invention, while you try to survive in a crumbling mine and look for a way out.

The Scarabeus

Half beetle, half armadillo, this amazing rolling vehicle can transform and deploy itself into certain bases. This allows you to fill
the steam tank and, most important, to shoot steamballs.
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In its shooting form, the Scarabeus is connected to an underground resources tank. From there, you'll have to find out the best
angle to solve the puzzles this mine proposes. Precision and calculus are needed to push buttons, activate switches and open

doors.

Steamballs

These small spheric devices can be shot in several angles and intensity. You'll have to be careful using them, you'll have a
limited amount of resources in each deployment base. Steamballs can be filled with latest technology inventions, which will

deploy after the steamball is shot.
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Walls will allow you to create surfaces in which steamballs will bounce.

Explosives might be very useful to get rid of garbage and obstacles.

 Placed correctly, a ramp is the best way to reach higher places.

Explore this dark steampunk adventure and meet some weird characters in your great and dangerous escape. Use your skills
wisely and remember that patience is a virtue.
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Title: Steamroll
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Anticto
Publisher:
Anticto
Release Date: 19 Feb, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 Service Pack 1

Processor: Intel i3 1.8GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVidia GeForce 260GTX series card or higher

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2500 MB available space

English,German,French,Russian,Ukrainian,Korean
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the only problem i have with this game is that my worlds dont save correctly but other than that its a wonderfull fantastic game.
Wow... I don't write a lot of reviews for games but this one is by far SO bad that I would say don't even play it if it's free.

There's so much wrong here so let's start with the basics and work our way from there:

Firstly, the game itself crashes between every level. It crashes when you die and try to play the level again. It shows error
message after error message in the middle of levels. It crashes when you shoot too much stuff in one level. It crashes with pretty
much anything you do. So that in itself should deter you from getting this game as you can't even play it like a regular game.

Secondly, the battle system. It has a very basic old style rpg shooter battle system. You just go around and shoot things by
clicking. You're given a nice startup gun which you can upgrade to be a little better. The battle system is so simple that I kind of
feel like a little kid pointing and clicking at things. You get to get a life pack, which renews every time you die so you only
really need three max in your inventory because they come right back afterwards. They are SUPPOSED to automatically be
used when you run out of life. Although one of the fun glitches is that if you run out of armor sometimes a life pack will be used
just for the hell of it and revive 3 HP.

Thirdly, the dreaded inventory system. I like the idea behind it, I've seen it before, it makes sense. You are given an amount of
space to drag and drop things. You can only fit what you need in that space so you need to make sure you use it carefully.
Problem is this: you must be carrying a gun at all times. This would be no problem if it let me just take guns out and put one in
and only show me the warning when I am trying to start the game without a gun. But no that's not the case. The gun takes up a
good 50-70% of your beginning inventory space. You can see very fast how this would be a major problem if the game requires
you put a gun in before you can take one out. You usually need to sell everything in your inventory in order to fit a gun in to
swap out. This is very inconvenient if you don't enjoy spending 5-10 minutes between every level to rearrange your inventory.

Fourth, the store. After every level (or when you die) you get to rearrange your inventory and it has a handy store on the side to
buy things and drag to your inventory. The glitches here are fairly minor but still not what I expect any game regardless of
release stage to have. For one, if you don't buy the second gun, you can't buy the third gun. It doesn't warn you at all about this.
In fact, if you try to buy the third gun it will say you can buy it and then you click and you won't see anything happen. I found
out myself you must buy all guns before the gun you want to buy in order to actually buy it.
The store lets you upgrade your guns and armor, as I said previously, for a price (of course). Problem is, this "price" is more of a
general guideline. By that I mean it depends on what glitch you are fortunate enough to have at the moment of buying upgrades
(and trust me you are guaranteed at LEAST one glitch at any given time). That being said, I'll explain: Let's say I just bought
myself a laser gun. I had never owned a laser gun. This gun tells me it costs 20 "mints" to upgrade per time. I don't have said
mints. Therefore, I go to the next level, get some mints, and come to upgrade the gun. I get back to this inventory\/store page
and go to upgrade my gun. Except this time it's only 5 mints to upgrade. That's really convenient! So I go crazy on the upgrades
(thinking I'm paying 5 mints per upgrade). By the time I'm ready to upgrade the next thing I realized it charged me 10 mints per
upgrade. Why is that? I have no idea.

Fifth, the storyline. Okay okay I understand it's an intro game or whatever the storyline isn't a major issue. Liklihood is you just
are here to shoot stuff so skip the story. Either way, I have to say the pictures of people on bad backgrounds that make this look
like it belongs in some 1990's era $0.50 game from the garbage bin makes me feel a little cheated. Least they could do when
they release a game is give it SOME storyline with SOME kind of graphics, not some crappy posted picture a guy took of
himself on a cell phone.

Sixth, (I can't believe you read this far and haven't already told yourself you don't wanna buy the game but whatever. There's
more stuff to be said), the battle system (AGAIN!). Yes, I know I've already talked about the battle system but this time I'm
gonna talk about the reactions of the things you are actually fighting: The robots. So these "super artificially intelligent" robots
are about as intelligent as a two year old with a laser on it's head. They stop following you the second they lose a line of sight. I
mean they will flat out just stop if you go behind a car. It's that easy. Just step behind a car and they stop. And they move at the
speed of like... idk... 0.001 miles per hour. They're just hella slow lemme just put it that way. So escaping them is really no big
deal.
These robots also don't really have a great idea of what "line of sight" means either cause sometimes they won't see you but you
definitely can shoot them. This is great when you just hide behind a car and sneak around the corner, and shoot them till they
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die with no retaliation whatsoever.
The robots are also VERY basic. There is no fancy anything about it. No special place to hit them or things to do to really
destroy one robot but not another. It's just flat out shoot and kill. And while some robots have a little more.. mobility and can hit
you faster, most of them are easily taken down by just circling like a shark and shooting. It's something anyone 6 years old and
up can do.

All in all what I'm trying to say is buying this game is a HUGE waste. I feel more sorry that I had to take time out of my life to
download this game and try to play it and have to make a huge review based off of what I played in less than 30 minutes than the
price. I guess if you still are thinking about this game after this review then go for it, buy it, waste your time, you'll be in the
same place I am now and think "wow did I really just waste my time doing this stuff". Please just save your time and money and
go somewhere else. There are no improvements to this game. It's so far down that no one can save it. It would be cheaper to just
scratch the whole thing and start a new game. Something tells me whoever made this probably stayed up one night making some
cheap game and thought "this is how I am going to make money" and then releases it. It's really just sad, don't take the effort..
I'm surprised by how fun and replayable this is. There isn't a ton of variation, and yet I keep wanting to restart to see if I can get
a little bit further. It's a little hard to get into in the first hour or two, and I don't expect to play it for more than 8-10 hours in
total, but it's a fun little diversion.. I pretty recommend the game for those who would remember old-school FPS classics, but I
am not close to suggesting the product being sold in Steam as much as that. The product being sold in Steam should be
something like Doom95 or the adapted ones within Doom 3 BFG, not the MS-DOS version that you are able to play through
DOSBox on today's modern computers on which Windows 7/8/8.1/10 runs. This case moves the game away from smoothly
playable conditions. Also, a product like Doom95 would have served the feature of setting an external WAD file in an easier
way. My review about this product is also true for the other earliest Doom games that can be found under the package called
Doom Classic Complete.

Anyway, let me repeat the introduction of my comment: I do recommend the game.. I really like the R6 Siege settings you
implemented, but if you would please add an extra option for aimdown sights sensitivity scale, it would make the training more
intouch and equal to the full mouse scale that R6 Siege offers, Please and thank you.

*UPDATE - Thank You DEV for listening to the community and giving us the update for R6 Siege ADS Settings scale.
\ud83d\udcac. (O__O)... \u2763\ufe0f
~I Highly recommend FPS Training, The DEV listens & respects the paying customer.

**\u2022.\u00b8\u2665\u00b8.\u2022*\u00b4\ud83d\udc96Now we have the complete Mouse Scale Settings for R6 Siege!
Yay\ud83d\udc96\u00b4 *\u2022.\u00b8\u2665\u00b8.\u2022**. A Bomberman recreation with darkness mode on. Not a very
long game but challenging and even the maps are designed to allow you to replay them since it's hard to remember them. The in-
game builder is useful for creating own maps. Although it's not a thriller, I love how the soundtracks darkens the mood. I
recommend it especially for this price.. Surprisingly good and relaxing game, can make you waste a couple hours just staring at
tiny figures running around and praying to you. Rly liked it, for this price I definitely don't regret buying.. I fell in love with this
game.
I think I fell in love with Grace Bruxner.
D-Tek is the frog we don't deserve, but the detective we need.
Seriously, buy it. Play it. Experience it.. Great little 2 hour puzzler. Level 57 drove me nuts. The rest were quite manageable.
Nice flow and great music.
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The game description says "a touch of minigolf gameplay" but this game is 95% minigolf. You use minigolf to solve some
puzzles, but the puzzles are quite simple.

Driving around in the sphere is fun, but no game mechanics are involving it that I have seen (you just drive to the next minigolf
station).

I am not a huge fan of minigolf style games.With that being said, this is still a high quality game and is worth the money..
extreme over use of depth of field and a camera that follows your cursor make this game a fast trip to motion sickness.
Strangely terrible performance (GTX 1060) with the graphics on "fastest" and spectator resolution on 640*480.

Unsatisfying, floaty combat (compare with chunky and visceral combat in GORN).

Repetititive: after fighting the first 3 opponents, you then fight the same opponents with "2" after their names instead of "1".
Really?

Asks for my initials after every single round. After typing this you press the "Done" button. After this,you are presented with
two buttons, one of which is labelled "Done" and in the same place as the original Done button. PRESSING THIS WILL TAKE
YOU BACK TO THE MAIN MENU. Poor UX design is an understatement.

I understand this is in early access but it is just not fun to play.. Nice, medium-length, escape-the-room puzzle solving type
game. It might’ve been the graphics, or the sound effects, but I had a sense of dread and urgency the whole time, which was cool
to feel. I enjoy the time-traveling mechanic, where you need to toggle between two decades in order to complete the task at
hand. Very unique! Worth a few bucks if you’re into puzzles. Thumbs: UP!. This game looks like early access but it is not. I
bought this game because it has a vehicle center which looks exactly like the one from the original Command & Conquer - a
landing pad with a cargo plane that drops the vehicle. I wanted to like this game but I cannot.

IT HAS NO MISSIONS WHATSOEVER. It only has skirmish maps and a quick combat feature that randomly selects a
skirmish map. Do not waste your money on this game. I'm asking for a refund.. Really fun retro game!! Only negative is that I
beat it all in 30 min.. A solid attempt at the old school RTS genre long thought lost, it gives me hope of future titles of this
calibre in the future. An interesting story, excellent soundtrack, beautiful cinematics and fluid gameplay keeps you interested
although i personally didnt feel as invested in the charactered as i'd hoped. Having played the campaign and dabbled in some
1vs1 online matchs i was pretty happy with what i experienced SP and online. Matchs online are not as manic as perhaps games
like Starcraft 2 were every second is precious which allows for more casual longer matchs like the RTS times of old.

In conclusion every old school rts fan who enjoyed Command and Conquer and its clones should definately invest in this title.
The older generation who where around for the orginal C&Cs will be almost sent back in time, remmebering the excitement and
feels of the experience. Get it.
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